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Soon our eighth graders will be emptying their lockers
for the last time as they excitedly talk about the next
huge step in their educational life: high school. And they
will talk about their successes and middle school
teachers and experiences and fun times and deeply
moving times, too, as middle schoolers.
During their sojourns at Memorial Park Middle School,
they have won many awards; they have been creative
and imaginative; they have entered competitions and
accepted challenges. They have enhanced their writing
skills, their art skills, their cognitive skills, their ability
to make - and keep - friends, their physical dexterity.
Their intellectual growth has been tremendous, thanks
in large part to highly skilled, caring faculty. And they
have matured. They can accept responsibility and
handle it well. They have become young adults.
This is a class illed with young people with many tastes,
a variety of talents and an awareness of the world they
live in. It is a class of very special young people. It is
because of this and with genuine expectation that they
will continue to grow and excel that we dedicate this
edition of the Treasure Trove to the Class of 2018.

-Dr. Betty E. Stein, Editor

The Sound of the Skies
A gentle rain sounds
Singing me softly to sleep
Like a lullaby
Boom! Crash! Thunder strikes!
The rain is now a great beast
Tearing through the skies
It’s now so very late
Far into the darkened night
The storm becomes calm
I fall asleep now
After the storm has passed on
The soft plinking of rain
Waking to a soft dawn
With the sky’s blurred, soft gold hues
I hear Nature’s call
Angel Bishop, Grade 8
Allen County Public Library Poetry
Contest Winner

The Piece of Paper
It was born in a tree
Rushing sugar to bark and leaves
But then it matured
And took the path all trees take
Extracted from its home,
Saturated and bleached,
It became a piece of paper
Pristine and white
Hot off the press
Feeling bare and exposed
Missing the old life
Aching from its newfound stress
Set on cardstock
Wrapped in plastic
Then shipped off to a store that sells paper
Squashed like a fish in a can of kippers
So was the paper among all the other ones
Slapped onto a cold metal shelf
Waiting, but not sure why
Bought by a young man who hoped to be an artist
It faced a new sort of unknown doom;
The man intended to actually use the piece of paper
Ripped out of the package
Set on a table
A shiver ran through the paper
The man closed in with a pencil at hand
And set to work quickly
On the sheet of white paper
Graphite and paint choked the sheet
Like how makeup chokes the skin of an actor’s face
Marker and ink smothered it
Like Othello smothering his wife
But there was no escape,
Like a wash or death,
For our poor piece of paper
Molly Langton, Grade 7

Ode to Nature
Lying on the grass
Near water clear like glass
The water flows fast
As the breeze blows past.
Birds turn silence into their chirps
And around a tree a fox lurks
Sky covered by a blanket of trees
And flowers on the ground attract bees
A bug climbs on my knee
And a squirrel runs free
Here I feel calm
And I hold a rose petal in my palm
Delaney Scherrer, Grade 8

Ode to the Present
Smoggy air that is black
People have to hack
This is our future world,
Unless you want to turn back
Death lurks around corners
Working hard to not be the mourners
This was our past world,
We admire those seemed foreigners
But then there is the present
The time that keeps us pleasant
In our present world,
A time frame unbent
Quentin Cox, Grade 8

Ode to Our Veterans
Marching into battle
Burying your fears
Fighting for your loved ones
Even through the tears.
Gruesome, scarring images
Things you can’t forget.
You endured for us
And we’ll never forget.
Look at our lag
Red, white, and blue.
You fought for our lives
So we now thank you.
Grace Gillie, Grade 7

Celebrating Our Veterans
They have shown great audacity,
And deserve great honor.
They have fought with great veracity.
They protected with pride,
Showing no fear,
Though some have died.
This is why we celebrate
All they have done.
Our veterans are great,
Each and every one.
Elizabeth Aylward, Grade 7

Friendship
Best friends are hard to find,
Because the very best ones are already mine,
Best friends love and care for you,
Best friends are always there for you,
Best friends will never depart,
True friendship is found in the heart.
Savannah Woehnker, Grade 7

Ode to Space
Reach to the stars
Reach for the planets
They may be far
They may be unknown
But if you believe
Maybe someday
You will leave
For outer space
Find areas untold of
Maybe a black hole
A constellation that looks like a dove?
Maybe someday
Marley Schroeder, Grade 8

WWII Veterans
I gape, staring powerlessly,
As my friends are blown off the ground by bullets,
Good people, loating off this earth because of a inger on a trigger,
An Austrian dictator in Germany, taken by Power,
An emperor in Japan, controlled by Desire,
And Bloodlust, blanketing the USA, that wouldn’t
stem.
Numb from Loss and Fear,
I ire back,
Aiming for the ones who took them from me.
Driven by duty,
The army dwindles on both sides
I am still upright, so absorbed by honor
That I don’t spy the bullet before it’s too late.
Zipping through the air like a deadly raindrop,
It explodes through my shoulder
I scream in agony, and now I can’t move my arm
But I keep shooting,
I can’t seem to stop myself
I launch bullets, targeting nobody, until I collapse
And my world goes black before my eyes.
Molly Langton, Grade 7

Down, in the dumps, by the dumps, as well,
I was up and then I fell,
What’s this? They’re words of kindness, and
A friend right there, to hold my hand.
She helped me up, continued to
Give me all my happiness anew.
She led me to the lunchroom, where
New friends greeted me with laughter to share.
Myranda Partaker, Grade 6
The ocean waves crash
Seagulls squawk and fly high up
Sand tickles my toes
Take a deep big breath
Look with your own heart and soul
Smell the salty air
Jeanelly Hernandez, Grade 6

Cold Winter’s Evening
Slowly but surely
A blanket of darkness envelops
Your body
You snuggle up against it,
Seeking its warmth
But it never appears
Instead of warmth, there is cold
Seeping into your veins like a
Cold winter’s evening
Your body starts to relax as it
Gets used to the blanket, finding
Comfort in it, more comfort than
Your mother’s arms ever gave you
Falling into a deep sleep is the last part of it all
The sleep will signal that your mind
Has had full control of your body
But this sleep, however, is different
This sleep will never end.
Natalie Burton, Grade 8

The dog catcher adds a leash around my
neck, and I try escaping as much as I can.
He wins, and puts me in a van.
We arrive, I’m in a cage with other dogs,
6 days pass.
Then the humans see no one wants me,
they take me out, and I find out…
Today is my last.
Ximena Gaytan, Grade 6

Ernest Hemingway once wrote a story in
only six words: "For sale. Baby shoes.
Never worn." What a poignant story!
Memorial Parkers were given the opportunity to create their own six-word stories.
Here are some of the results.
My parents were right about me
Jayden Morris, Grade 8
Luck, it’s never here when needed
Lilian Wilson, Grade 8
I’m more than just a nobody
Anonymous, Grade 8
They thought I couldn’t do it
Solomon Osborne, Grade 8
The hardest thing was making this
Julian Siefer, Grade 8
I will always have a basketball
Ayanna Patterson, Grade 8
I’m soooo tired! School starts early
Angel Bishop, Grade 8
I’m skinny…
Some people say unhealthy
J’asia Scott, Grade 8

They said sorry; I didn’t forgive –Anonymous, Grade 8
My hair should not define me. –Alex Rattie, Grade 8
Help! My life is a lie. –Martin Diaz, Grade 8
He is gone, but not forever –Anonymous, Grade 8
You only laugh at my pain –Donaldo Pachecho, Grade 8
He left me… I don’t care –Palmira Prudenciano,
Grade 8
Thought he had friends. Got betrayed. –Anonymous,
Grade 8
Mom sleeps in. Danger lurks everywhere.—Dr. Betty
E. Stein, editor

Life Haiku
1. Keegan Patrick Combs
I could have been named Eli
I’m glad I wasn’t.
2. I am 5 foot 6
I’m very tall for my age
Which is only 12 years.
3. I play basketball
I also golf in the summer
I love the summer.
4. I am in 6th grade
Memorial Park is fun
That is my school’s name.
5. I love to read books
Best author is Rick Riordan
I love his details.
Keegan Combs, Grade 6

In the End
When you look at
yourself in the mirror
It couldn’t get any
clearer
You hear people call you names and you frown
Your enemies just took you down.
People bully you, you have no self-esteem
Are you ready to just come clean
Words can hurt and you know they last
But leave the past in the past.
Life your head up in the crowd
You can’t let bullies push you down
Do good things and take control
Your character will always glow.
Your friends will help along the way
With this you’ll have brighter days
Take my strong advice, you’ll do fine, my friend
Positivity always wins in the end.
Katie Baker, Grade 6

Fort Wayne is merry
Shines like a lost blueberry
Land of three rivers
Martin Diaz, Grade 8
Fort Wayne is okay
Fort Wayne has nice parks for kids
Fort Wayne is growing.
Armontae Gonzaga, Grade 8

Fort Wayne is so cool
There are many attractionsMany places to go
Lisbet Diaz, Grade 7
Fort Wayne the city
Land of the independent
Home of the Tincaps
Brashawn Bassett, Grade 7
Ready for winter
No leaves left; very cold, bare
Snow is coming next
Na’yanna Smith, Grade 7

Art, music, drawing
The most creative city
Fort Wayne is the best
Miracle James, Grade 7

City of churches
Full of buildings and wonder
And lots of weather
Leo Nino, Grade 8
Fort Wayne can be green
Botanical Gardens are
Here to stay all day
Lillian Wilson, Grade 8

I live in Fort Wayne
Fort Wayne is an awesome place
There is lots to do
J’Vion Billingsley, Grade 7
Fort Wayne is unique
With festivals and events
We are highly blessed.
Joanna Pantoja, Grade 7

Fort Wayne is not big
It is the summit city
Has all four seasons
Alana Ganaway, Grade 7

Flowers are lovely
They are very colorful
They move with the
breeze
Monica Diaz, Grade 7

Leaves blow in the wind
The sun is shining
brightly
A beautiful day
Lisbet Diaz, Grade 7

The birds ly away
Only to return in spring
In summer they play.
Armontae Gonzaga,
Grade 8

Snow lakes fall and land
Cold takes our frozen land
Children play and sing
Martin Diaz, Grade 8

In winter it snows
In the summer it’s
shiny
Fall has fallen
leaves
Alana Barrera, Grade 8

We live our own way
We represent our freedom
How blessed we are
Juliette Zepeda, Grade 7

Pancakes are so good
Especially with syrup
What’s better than that?
Joanna Pantoja, Grade 7

When it is snowing
My friends go outside
We really have fun
J’Vion Billingsley,
Grade 7

They see you up high
Stars all around your head
Twinkling in the sky
Martin Diaz,
Grade 8

Faculty Writings
This year, we are showcasing the talents of our Memorial Park faculty as
well as the writing of our children. These are the staff members
who teach your children, who nurture
and guide them and help to provide
them with strong foundations to build
upon as they grow through life. The
staff here at Memorial Park is diverse,
imaginative, surprising, and all share
one common goal: educating to the
highest standard. We hope you enjoy
seeing this different and artistic side of
our faculty.

This is not your burden
They say that women hold up half the sky.
They stand, side by side, arms stretched, backs bent,
holes in their sides pouring blood and light.
I am one of them.
There is a dark woman next to me, her large eyes vast oceans of knowledge
I will never have.
A black river of blood runs from her nose as her sinews tense and shred, the
weight too much.
They never said the sky was light.
We have everything in common, all beating hearts,
balloon lungs, and the men that sit on our piece of sky.
Men that sit on everyone’s piece of sky.
Our feet flatten under their weight, broaden, turn into oceans of veins and
skin colors.
I do not know the woman next to me but she is me with flat feet,
balloon lungs and her own piece of heavy sky, the burden we were given.
Every bird I see is the bird I found when I was a girl, flightless and wrinkled
and motherless.
I put it in a nest I built of too much mud and dead grass, dried in the fiery sun
that men believe shines for them.
Every bird I see is this bird, its beak uttering the words
“This is not for you, this is not your burden.”
But it is.
All of these women are my mother, feet broadening and the sea coming out
of their eyes.
We all have hearts that splinter ribs with love and hope and anguish and
fear.
They say women hold up half the sky to keep the sun that shines for men.
We hold the entire sky.
The sun does not shine for you.
Emily Hollenberg, Secretary/Registrar

I am...
The seconds, minutes, and hours go by, and
yet I still feel like I’m waiting for something. My
face shines pale in the fluorescent lighting with
dreams of the sun washing over it. I grow dusty
and older with each passing second and yet I can’t
help but look forward. Some people throw away
what I hold so dear, while others chase after more
of it. My job is so simple; however, scholars still
strive to know more about it. Eventually, I feel myself start to weaken and slow; I am old now like my
father before me. The seconds slow into minutes
until time comes to a stop. This is the moment miracles happen, and I feel a sense of serenity pass
over me when I realize my wait is over.
Cayla Jackson, 6th Grade Social Studies,
Speech and Drama

A nurse haiku
Clean silent clinic
The bell rings and students come
No peace till school done

Rhea Yoder, school nurse

Play games to have fun
Exercise to stay in shape
Live a healthy life
Todd Helmke, PE

An Ode to My Creative Writing Students
At ten-thirty each day
Students come to write.
With words they play
As I watch with delight.
Badgers, cupcakes,
rainy day blues,
pride, and mistakes:
these topics they choose.
By quarter after,
it’s time to click “save.”
We pause the laughter,
to resume the next day.
Deanna Surfus, Language Arts and Creative Writing

Shrinking Blindness
My mother and I walk through the warmth, the sun
glaring down on us. But outside is so loud; trucks rumble
past and kick up deep charcoal smelling exhaust, trees rattle their leaves in an endless chatter, footsteps of other
people bounce around in my head, and there are more
turns than I expect, so many turns. It is now that I realize
how big the world is; a sky that is endless in all directions
but down, roads that run off the edge of the earth, thousands of people and cars and dogs and trees and houses
and bumps in the sidewalk that I cannot catch before I trip.
I feel like I am shrinking underneath the precise beam of
the sun, as if it shines on no one but my mother and me,
giving us all of its heat.
I stumble over another crack in the sidewalk, my
mother’s hand slips out of mine, and I begin to cry. It is
too large, too noisy, too overwhelming.

She stoops down next to me and wraps her arm
around my shoulder, smoothing back my hair, promising
me that it will get easier, that it will become smaller, that
we will practice. She will find a way for me to shrink the
world, to help it fit me. A breeze rattles all the leaves on
the tree above us and a single leaf flutters down and lands
on my shoulder, a small weight that smells crisp and alive.
“We can find a way to make it shrink,” my mother
says, plucking the leaf off of my shoulder and handing it
to me. “Feel this, little dove. Tell me what it is.”
I rove my fingers around the leaf; bright and silky,
smooth and taut, veined. I bring it to my nose and inhale
its scent. Her grip on my shoulder loosens as I picture a
thousand of the leaf ’s brothers up in the tree above us. One
tree, a thousand leaves. One tree on one block. Spiders
weave their webs and the sky is endless in all directions but
down.
We will find a way to make it shrink.
Emily Hollenberg, Secretary/Registrar

Pebble Poem
I was thrown toward the water
I sunk into the darkness
It was cold down there
The fish did not like me there
I saw more pebbles
They looked different than I did
Their colors were brighter
Some of them were bigger than me
Some were smaller too
Some were gray and red and black
Some of them were sharp
Some of them were smooth and rough
Some were like a circle
Most were in an oval shape
The mean fish came back
He still did not like me there
I saw another fish
He did not like me there, either
I looked around me
I saw a hand in the lake
Then I saw a hook
On the hook there was a worm
The fish went for it
I knew how different I was
Everyone was different
We did not all look the same
We were all different.
Ella Metz, Grade 6

Dolphin Poem
I look up at the shadowy sea above
The pod stays tucked together
We know the hunts are swift
But we can’t hold our breaths forever
The fish swam past in frenzied fear
But we don’t move a muscle
Maybe, just maybe, if we’re still
Then we won’t have to struggle
The net comes slicing through the sea
And shadows dance the flitting water
But we just let our body’s sink
We will not be sheep to the slaughter
When we think the hunt is done
We flap our fins and reach for air
But as we reach the surface blue
We see the monsters are still there
We stare at them with wide eye blue
The ocean noise has gone away
The humans wink with many smiles
It turns out we were safe that day
Isabelle Seng, Grade 6

Sometimes there is snow
Sometimes there are rain and sleet
Sunny days are better
Miracle James, Grade 7

Winters are snowful
Trees are very bare, no leaves left
Just cold frosty ground
Na’yanna Smith, Grade 7

Venus fly traps are vicious
They bite down and don’t let go
They will take your life
Na’yanna Smith, Grade 7

I sit I listen

I hear the birds sing
all around me

What a wonderful
world

Juliette Zepeda, Grade 7

The Wind
The clouds wept until
A new wind pushed them away,
Freeing a rainbow
Which will continue to shine
If I continue to change.
Mireya Monterroso, Grade 8
Scars
We will never understand
The depth of your scars,
What it’s like to stand
By such fallen stars;
But we are hand in hand
To save what is ours.
Jaclyn Embry, Grade 7

Reading
Reading a book is always a blast,
You can learn about the future, present time,
and past.
Sometimes a book doesn’t seem fun,
But it’s hard to tell until you are done.
Hang out with princesses, dragons and knights,
Or travel realms on big colorful kites.
See things through another’s eyes,
And stick with the hero(s) until the enemy dies.
Fact and fiction are waiting for you,
Dystopia, sci-fi, and other too.
Travel through worlds filled with magic and
gloom,
Without having to leave your very own bedroom.
Kate Moor, Grade 6
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